In cooperative software systems, the interconnection relationships between components are often dynamic and unpredictable and therefore connectors have to be created dynamically. In this paper, we bring forward the concept of dynamic architectural connector to provide dynamic interconnectivities for components. This paper proposes an automated approach based on software agents to generate dynamic connectors. In the approach, dynamic interaction relationships are established via negotiations and dynamic connectors are generated automatically as high-order entities via taking the behavior specifications and the ontologies of components as arguments. Based on the formal study on the interconnectivities of components, the approach is proved competent for generating dynamic connectors that can satisfy the requirements for providing correct dynamic interconnectivities for components.
Introduction
Components, as the fundamental building units of software systems, occupy the key position in the component-based software developments. However, the properties of a software system are not a trivial reflection of the simple sum of components. The global system properties emerge from the way that individual components are interconnected, i.e., the interactions among components.
In the research area of software architectures, interactions among components have been recognized to be first-class design entities, i.e., architectural connectors, which are used to support the design of the interactions. At the current stage, connections between components are often fixed. Even for dynamic software architectures [16] [13] [20] [18] , the properties of connections between components are usually required to be predictable. For instance, the types of components and the interaction protocols that connectors support are predefined.
In the worldwide Internet environment, modern software systems are always distributed and often cooperative, in which components or sub-systems cooperate to perform systematic tasks or achieve global goals. Cooperation is generally realized via interactions among components [6] , such as exchanging messages, knowledge and resources, requesting services, and delegating tasks. In such kind of systems, distributed computing nodes (i.e., components) involved in cooperation may request for services and provide services simultaneously. However, on one hand, a component may not know in advance what components can serve it because there may be more one component that can provide the same requested service. Even requesting for the same service, a component may have to find out different appropriate components that can serve it. On the other hand, components are largely autonomous and even self-interested [8] . A component may or may not provide its services on its own good. Only when the service provider commits to satisfy the (requester) component can the cooperation between components start. Thus, connections between components will not be established until components reach the agreement on providing/accepting services.
The above description implies, in cooperative software systems, connections between components may be dynamic, i.e., interconnections (or interactions) are unpredictable and not changeless. Therefore, from the viewpoint of software architectures, architectural connectors for constructing cooperative software systems may hold dynamic characteristics to some extends: 1). The occurrences of architectural connectors are dynamic. Connections between components may only occur during the system's runtime, and even at the runtime, connections are likely to disappear and re-occur. Thus, connectors may be created at the system's runtime and connectors for connecting the same components may be different at different time and situations.
2). Components connected via connectors are unfixed. For example, a service requester may select the service provider randomly since there may exist more than one provider who can meet the requester's need. In this case, the entities connected via the connector may be different.
3). The interaction protocols supported by connectors are changeable. For different components, the interaction protocols supported by them are often different and even incompatible. When connectors are used to connect different components, connectors should adapt their interaction protocols in order to support seamless connections for components.
Though the concept of dynamic connector has been mentioned in the literature for some time, none of those so-called dynamic connectors possesses all of the above properties. For instance, dynamic connectors defined in [5] can dynamically provide connections with different quality of services (QoS), but those connectors are preexistent entities (exactly, components) that can adjust their behaviors when the request for a QoS changes. In [3] , connectors are treated as first-class entities and dynamic connectors are implemented via attaching interaction protocols to complex connectors. Components and connectors are coupled through events' generating and responding. [17] adopts a similar approach as that in [3] and implements a kind of connectors that can support dynamic interaction protocols between components.
In cooperative software systems, dynamic connections among components are established usually via negotiations. For example, in a distributed system, when an autonomous component is asking for a service, it will first collect service providers via inviting bidding multicastingly or broadcastingly. After service providers obtain the bidding information, they may bid for the request by proposing their bids. Then the autonomous component will evaluate the bids synthetically (for instance, from the aspects of the content of service, quality of service, means of providing the service and so on). At last, the component will make a decision to request for the service from the most competent service provider. From the viewpoint of software architecture, dynamic connectors will be involved into the last phase to connect the requester and the provider together.
In many cases, the first phase of negotiation cannot ensure that two components can interconnect properly. It is due to that the interaction protocols used by components may be mismatching [2] [21] [11] . For instance, the order of messages exchanged and the sizes of data blocks transmitted between components may be different, and even the names for the same data may be varied. Those mismatches may cause two components to be unable to interconnect directly. Therefore, connectors are often required to act as adapters between components to connect incompatible components together. Usually, the capabilities of acting as adapters are supplied via defining middle-protocols (also called as glue in [1] ) in connectors. Through the middle-protocols, connectors can properly interconnect with each side of the two components. In addition, via executing the middleprotocols, connectors can transform and transfer mismatching information between components.
In this paper, we will study how to generate dynamic connectors automatically. Therefore, we will first investigate under what conditions components can interconnect and how connectors can provide connections for components to interact properly (in Section 2).
We will also study the process of negotiation to establish dynamic connections. Considering that negotiation is generally knowledge-based, we adopt an approach based on software agents [15] , which will use ontologies to map exchanged messages between components while forming a middle-protocol for incompatible components. By wrapping components as agents, both the negotiation and the creation of dynamic connectors can be carried out by agents automatically. Thus, components can dynamically be connected via dynamic connectors.
In our approach, software agents take the interaction specifications of components as arguments for generating dynamic connectors and make dynamic connectors not only provide connections for components but also serve as adapters to eliminate mismatching interactions between components.
In the following context, section 3 simply describes the procedure of the generation of dynamic architectural connectors. Then section 4 describes the agent-based implementation of dynamic connectors. In Section 5, we use an example to illustrate how a dynamic connector is generated and what it looks like. At last, section 6 concludes our work.
Interconnectivity of Components
To study the interconnectivity of components rigorously, we should describe the interactions between components formally so that we could reason about the conditions under which two (potentially incompatible) components can interconnect properly and the means by which we can create dynamic connectors automatically.
In this paper, we select a subset of the synchronous polyadic pi-calculus [14] as the formalism because the picalculus has been proved a very expressive notation for describing the behaviors of software components in applications with changing topologies. In the polyadic picalculus, names are sent and received through links (or channels), each link is implicitly defined between two actions (an input and an output with complementary names, e.g., and ), and both single names and tuples can be sent along links. The pi-calculus processes are formally defined as follows:
respectively represent input and output actions where x is the link (or channel) along which the actions are performed and y is a tuple (or vector) of names (either links or data) sent or received along x. denotes an internal (unobservable) action while the special process 0 represents inaction. P|Q represents the parallel composition of two processes of P and Q. When
, the parallel composition may synchronize on x (i.e., communication may take place so that values will be transmitted through channel x) and then yield the derivative P'{z/y}|Q', where P'{z/y} means all free occurrences of y in P will be replaced by z. !P represents copies of P. Semantically, !P=P|P|… (vx)P represents introducing a new channel x with scope P, where v is the constriction operator. [x = y]P represents that process P will proceed if x and y are the same name, where [x = y] is the matching operator.
The computations (or evolutions) of the pi-calculus processes are usually expressed via reduction rules. For example, the parallel composition can be represented via the reduction rule of communication as
, in which the vectors of y and z should be with the same length, i.e., |y| = |z|.
In the synchronous pi-calculus, all communications are supposed to be synchronous. For example, P = P' can evolve into P' only when there is another process Q that currently exposes a complementary action of .
Interactions of Components
While components are interacting with one another, they generally abide to some interaction protocols. To depict the interaction between two components, we always describe the behavior of each participant separately and then the execution of the interaction protocol will be exhibited over the behaviors of all interacting parties.
Messages of Interaction.
Conceptually, messages are abstract and typed definitions of the data being exchanged among participants involved in interactions.
The content of a message can be a data item with or without a complex structure. From the viewpoint of object-orientation, we can consider that the content of a message is an object or a part of an object. Definition 1. A message is the carrier for transmitting an object and consists of the identifier and a subset of attributes of the object.
While specifying the interaction behaviors (i.e., transmitting messages) of components as processes in the pi-calculus, we usually let the identifier of an object be the name of a link, the attributes of the object be the elements of input/output vectors.
For example, suppose that Obj is the identifier of an object and a 1 , …, a n are Obj's attributes, then outputting a message containing the object can be expressed as a picalculus output action, i.e., 
Interaction
Protocol. An interaction protocol specifies the collaboration of components, i.e., the collection of communication actions of components, which describes a set of sequencing constraints that define legal orderings of messages. Definition 2. An interaction protocol is defined by a collection of components and the sequencing constraints describing the orders of sending/receiving messages.
For simplicity, in the following context, an interaction protocol is described as a collection of communication actions of components, in which the actions of each component are defined separately. In the pi-calculus, an interaction protocol is defined as a parallel composition of communicating components.
For instance, in the password-based authentication system, users are usually asked to provide their names and passwords before they are allowed to enter the system. The behaviors of a user and the authentication server can be described in the pi-calculus respectively as follows.
However, some client implementations may ask users to provide their names and passwords simultaneously in order to reduce the communication burden of the network. The above protocol can be redefined as follows.
In this protocol, there is only one message transmitted between the user and the server.
Compatible Interactions of Components
As we have mentioned above, components may exhibit mismatching interaction behaviors even though the mismatches between their functions and interfaces (or signatures) are resolved in many commercial componentbased platforms supporting interoperability (e.g., CORBA [4] ). For example, in the password-based authentication system running in the web-based environment, users may be inclined to provide their usernames and passwords once a time by adopting the behavior mode specified in the second protocol in order to cut down the number of requests for connections. Whilst the authentication server may take actions specified in the first protocol in order to exclude those users who cannot even provide correct usernames to reduce the server's workload.
The mismatches between components' interactions lie mainly at two levels.
1. Message level. At this level, two mismatched actions corresponding to receiving and sending messages respectively will result in the receiving action cannot obtain the expected data from the sending action. This type of mismatches may be exposed as:
1.i). Name conflict. The names for identifying the same data entities (i.e., objects and attributes) are not the same in the input message as those in the corresponding output message. For example, P is waiting for a data item named "price" whilst Q sends out a data item named "cost". Even though "price" and "cost" are actually denoting the same data item, P and Q cannot communicate properly.
1.ii). Data block discrepancy. The numbers of attributes of an object are different in the corresponding output and input messages. For example, P is waiting for an input message that should include both the name and the price of a product, whilst Q sends out an output message that contains only the product's name. In principle, two components can communicate properly only when one side waiting for data can obtain all of the expected data from the other side.
When there are no message-level mismatches, messages can be exchanged between components properly.
2. Protocol level. Mismatches at this level will make an interaction protocol unable to run.
2.i). Disorder. The orders of exchanged messages mismatches. For example, in a personnel management information system, the system may wait for customers to provide names first and dates of birth next and marriage status last but customers may prefer to enter their names and marriage status first and dates of birth then.
2.ii). Deadlock. For instance, suppose that the communication action of P is "wait for message X and then output message Y" whilst Q's action is "wait for Y and then output X". There will be a deadlock occurring between P and Q if the communications are synchronous.
Obviously, two components with mismatching interaction behaviors are incompatible and thus cannot interact properly.
Definition 3. We say that a component P is compatible with another component Q if the composition of P and Q (i.e., P|Q) satisfies the following conditions.
1. No deadlocks are involved in the composition. 2. The executions of all input/output actions of P are guaranteed, i.e., Q will produce all P's input data and consume all P's output data.
Further, if inversely Q is compatible with P, we will say that P and Q are compatible.
Informally, we will say that two interconnected components are matched (or compatible) if all input actions can obtain the expected data eventually and all output actions can prepare for the outgoing data in time.
Name Mapping.
To resolve the message-level mismatches, there must exist a name substitution (or mapping) for interconnected components so that components could exchange data with each other. Since many interoperability-supporting infrastructures have engaged in resolving name mismatches of components (e.g., CORBA), we can always assume that 1) there be a name mapping between two interacting components.
Due to mismatches of data block discrepancy, communications between components (e.g., P and Q) will result in syntactical errors. So we will further assume that 2) the name spaces for the two interacting components are completely different or disjoint. In real world systems, this assumption is too restrict and irrational. However, we can make the name spaces of any two interconnected components disjoint by adding the identifier of each component as the prefix onto all names occurring in the component. Thus, we can divide all names occurring in components into two sub-sets, the identifiers of input variables and the identifiers of output data, and each name is with the form of "object.attribute" (i.e., link's name + vector element's name).
Intuitively, to guarantee the interaction of components, we must first establish a name mapping between input data and output data for the two components.
Removable Deadlocks in Interactions.
Obviously, two components cannot interact properly if there exist deadlocks (i.e., protocol-level mismatches) in the interaction. Though the interaction of components may involve deadlocks, the deadlocks can always be resolved via adding a third-party component.
Definition 4. The deadlocks occurring in the communications among P 1 , P 2 , …, P n are removable if there exists a component R that makes the composition P 1 |P 2 | …|P n |R free from deadlocks. Theorem 1.
All deadlocks occurring in communications among components are removable via adding a third-party component.
Proof: When there is a deadlock occurring in the interaction among components, it can always consider that the occurrence of the deadlock is due to the mutual waiting between one component and the compound of any other components. For example, suppose C = P|P 2 | … |P n and there is a deadlock occurring in C. It can always redefine C as P|Q where Q = P 2 | … |P n , and then the deadlock occurring in C can be considered as a deadlock between P and Q. Thus, the interaction can be figured out in a simplified graph, in which only two components are involved (figure 1). Then adding the third party of R, which is defined as a parallel composition of two independent sequences of input/output actions as in figure 2 , can resolve the deadlock occurring in the interaction between P and Q. Since P can obtain X from R and need not wait for Q to output X any more and meanwhile Q can get Y from R without waiting, the deadlock between P and Q is removed because of the join of R.
Theorem 2. Suppose that C is the composition of communicating components, C = P 1 |P 2 | …|P n , and there are a collection of processes, R 1 , R 2 , …, R n , recursively defined as follows.
1). If
Then the composition of C|R is deadlock-free.
Proof: On one hand, R in fact acts as a message buffer, through which all output messages from C will first be buffered in R and thus all output actions in C need not be blocked for waiting for message receivers. On the other hand, R also acts as a message launcher and all input actions in C can obtain data directly from R and need not wait for message senders. So no input/output actions in C will be blocked.
Meanwhile, R will not stall itself since it is a parallel composition of independent sequences of input/output actions.
For any pair of actions occurring in C, (x) and ) (u , they will interact as follows after R joins (figure 3). , the computations of P and Q may deviate from the expectation since the third party is impossible to provide correct values for neither x nor y for which P and Q are waiting.
Definition 5. If all data expected by P i ' (1 i n) comes originally from P 1 , P 2 , …, P n , instead of an outside process (e.g., R), we will say that it is meaningful to remove deadlocks involved in P 1 |P 2 | … |P n .
This implies that all input data of components should be able to be produced by their interlocutors instead of their outside world. To achieve this, the composition, while evolving, should always be ready to expose at least one output action to supply data once when an input action is waiting for data on one hand, and all input actions occurring in the composition should be executed eventually on the other hand. Theorem 3. Suppose that P = P 1 | P 2 | … | P n . Removing deadlocks involved in P is meaningful if 1) there exists at least one process, P i (1 i n), which can currently expose an output action (i.e., P i can be expressed as ' ) ( i P x ), and 2) after removing the output action and its complementary action 1 (e.g., ) from P, the evolution of ' | P P satisfies one of the following conditions:
1). No any input actions occur in P', i.e., formally there is no
(1 j m) occurring in P' suppose that P' = P 1 ' | … | P m ', or 2). Recursively, removing deadlocks involved in P' is also meaningful.
To prove this theorem, we should attest that all inputs would be satisfied by output actions.
Proof: Condition (1) implies that all input actions explicitly occurring in P have been executed and satisfied and condition (2) indicates that all input actions implicitly occurring in P will be executed and satisfied.
According to theorem 2, we can always obtain a thirdparty component R to remove deadlocks occurring in the interactions among components. Further, according to theorem 3, when the removal is meaningful, the construction of R need not consider the situation when ' ) ( In our approach, the dynamic connectors will act as adaptors, i.e., the third party components, to take part in the interactions between components. So we will consider that the interactions between components can proceed smoothly if there are no deadlocks at all or the deadlocks are meaningfully removable due to the joins of dynamic connectors.
Resolving Mismatching Interactions
Since connectors are designated to provide connections for components, dynamic connectors should be able to resolve the potential deadlocks involved in interactions but also eliminate the input/output message mismatches of components. Thus, dynamic connectors are required not only to implement adaptors to provide compatible connections for components but also to obtain the name mappings between interacting components.
Suppose that P and Q are two pi-calculus processes defined to express the interaction behaviors of two interconnected components and R is a process representing the adapter implemented in the connector. In principle, we will say that R resolves the mismatches between P and Q if both P and Q are compatible with R; and further we will conclude that the composition of P|R|Q is the solution for connecting two (incompatible) components P and Q. When we discussed the compatibility of components, we have assumed that the name spaces of P and Q are different totally. Thus, P and Q cannot interact (or communicate) directly and R actually consists of three parts, i.e., R = R 1 |R 2 |R 3 : 1). R 1 receives data from P and then translates it to be understandable for Q and at last passes the translated data to Q through R 3 ; on the other side, this part also waits for data originally sent from Q through R 3 and forwards the received data to P;
2). In converse, R 2 , acting like R 1 , transfers outgoing data from Q to P as well as incoming data of Q from P;
3). R 3 , the most important part, removes the deadlocks potentially occurring between R 1 and R 2 .
Among them, R 1 and R 2 will use the name mapping between P and Q to resolve message-level the mismatches and R 3 will resolve protocol-level mismatches.
First, the mismatches of name conflict can easily be resolved by using the name mapping between the two components. In the next section, we will describe in details how dynamic connectors obtain the name mappings automatically.
Second, that the mismatches of data block discrepancy happen is because there may be discrepancies between the data blocks sent by one component and those expected by the other component. To eliminate this kind of mismatches, R should not forward only an incomplete part of a data block to the receiver until the whole block of data is ready for transferring. Definition 6. Suppose that there is a name mapping between P and Q: M(O p a) = O q .a', where O p is an object occurring in P and a is one of O p 's attributes whilst O q is an object occurring in Q and a' is one of O q 's attributes. Then R 1 can recursively defined as follows. 1). If ' ) , , Similarly, R 2 can be defined according to the definition of Q and the name mapping between P and Q. Third, R 3 can be defined according to theorem 2 and 3 to resolve the protocol-level mismatches.
Theorem 4. For any two (incompatible) components, P and Q, suppose that there is a surjective mapping between their output and input names. If 1) removing deadlocks potentially occurring in the interaction of P and Q is meaningful, and 2) R = R 1 |R 2 |R 3 and R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 can be defined as above, then the composition of P|R|Q is the solution for connecting P and Q.
Proof: Firstly, as described previously, R 3 could be used for resolving the protocol-level mismatches. Secondly, R 1 and R 2 can assure the interaction between P and Q of avoiding the mismatches of data block discrepancy because R 1 and R 2 will disassemble actions of importing/exporting blocks of data into actions of transferring single values.
Creation of Dynamic Connectors
In cooperative software systems, collaborations often start after negotiations, for instance, negotiating about who and how to provide services. During negotiations, components also reason about whether they can interact properly with the service providers while making decisions on choosing appropriate service providers.
Assume that P is the component trying to carry out a cooperative task. Since P cannot fulfill the task on its own, it has to find out another appropriate component that can collaborate with it to perform the task cooperatively. The negotiation process for creating dynamic connectors can be described as follows.
1). P may look up the white (or yellow) page or broadcast/multicast its request to retrieve those components that can satisfy its requirement. To query components, P should clearly announce what assistance (or service) it needs and how it may behave during cooperation.
2). Once the inquired components receive the query, they may first 1) introspect whether they can provide the requested service and then 2) reason about whether their behaviors are compatible with P's behavior 2 . If a component concludes all with "yes", it may reply the query to declare that it could cooperate with P by providing the queried service.
3). After P receives the declarations, it will select one component (e.g., Q) from those components and then establish a dynamic connection with the chosen component to start cooperation.
In our approach, a dynamic connector consists of four parts.
1). The interaction behavior specifications of components connected via the connector.
2). The ontologies of components. Components use the ontologies to communicate and understand each other.
3). A mapping between names of data transmitted between components. 4 ). An adaptor process (i.e., R) to provide a seamless connection for components.
In fact, by using the first two parts, the last two parts can automatically be generated. The generation of the dynamic connector (including the adaptor) can be described as follows. i). Extract names (including objects and their attributes) from the behavior specifications of the two components; and then based on the ontologies used by the two components, create the name mapping between them;
ii).Generate the third party R according to theorem 2, 3, and 4.
Implementation of Dynamic Connectors by Using Agent
The communications between components are generally at the syntax level, which just indicates how messages are expressed but not what meanings messages may contain. To generate dynamic connectors automatically, we should be able to create the name mappings between components automatically. It implies that messages transmitted between components should include their content as well as the ontologies, i.e., the communications between components should be at the knowledge level. So we adopt an agent-based approach to implement dynamic connectors, in which agents communicate by using knowledge-based ACL (Agent Communication Language, e.g., FIPA ACL) messages.
To enable components to send/receive knowledgelevel messages, we wrap components into software agents, which will intercept messages of components, transform them into ACL messages, and negotiate with other agents to establish dynamic connections autonomously. The implementation is depicted in figure 4 , in which dotted line implies that both the agent implementing the dynamic connector and the communication links between components appear at the runtime. In the implementation, components delegate their communications to (component) agents and agents negotiate to establish dynamic connections by using the behavior specifications and the ontologies of components. Dynamic connectors are implemented as (connector) agents and the behavior specifications and the ontologies of components will be provided to connector agents as arguments for analyzing name mappings and for generating the adaptors.
In our approach, both component agents and connector agents are implemented in JAVA on a J2EE-compliant application server, named PKUAS (abbreviated for Peking University Application Server) [10] . In the PKUAS, containers provide runtime spaces for instances of components and meanwhile provide interoperability supports for components via intercepting communications among components.
For agents wrapping components, we implement them as a part of the interceptor inside of containers and the implementations are transparent to components.
For agents providing dynamic connections, we implement them as independent software entities.
Agents for Wrapping Components
The key to wrapping components into agents is to transform communications between components into ACL-based communications between agents. The wrapping agent should be capable of translating outgoing messages of components into ACL messages and transforming received ACL messages into incoming messages of components.
As most agents do, our agents also use the FIPA ACL [7] as the agent communication language. FIPA ACL is a high-level, message-oriented communication language and protocol for information exchange independent of content syntax and applicable ontology. FIPA ACL offers a variety of message types (performatives) that express an attitude regarding the content of the exchange.
The syntax of FIPA ACL is based on the familiar sexpression used in Lisp, i.e., a balanced parenthesis list. The initial element of the list is the performative, such as "request", "inform", "inform-ref" and "query-ref"; the remaining elements are the performative's arguments as keyword/value pairs. A performative generally has got the following format.
(performative :sender <word> :receiver <word> :ontology <word> :content <expression>) The expression in the :content is the information about which the performative expresses an attitude. And the value of the :ontology is the name of the ontology assumed in the :content parameter.
In general, most of communications between agents are to query and inform the values of variables. Thus, "query-ref" and "inform-ref" will be the most two frequently used performatives. Hereinto, "query-ref" expresses the action of asking another agent for the value referred to by a referential expression whilst "inform-ref" indicates a macro-action for the sender to inform the receiver the value that corresponds to a referential expression.
In the FIPA ACL messages, the contents are usually referred to single expressions (or variables), which will have difficulties to express the tuples of values. To interpret input/output actions of processes in the polyadic pi-calculus, we extend the contents of the FIPA ACL messages to be a sequence of pairs of identifiers and their corresponding values, in which the values can be undefined if the actions indicated by the performatives are asking for input values for variables.
For example, suppose that P uses ontology ONT p to interact with Q and the current action of P is ) , , , ( 2 1 n a a a obj , then the FIPA ACL message corresponding to the action will be with a form as follows.
(inform-ref :sender P :receiver Q :ontology ONT p :content (<Obj.a 1 , "v 1 ">, …, < Obj.a n , "v n ">)) Since the translations from the pi-calculus actions into the FIPA ACL messages can be done automatically, the interaction behavior specifications of agents for wrapping components are generated automatically.
Agents for Dynamic Connector
After agents finish wrapping components, they can start to negotiate and find out appropriate agents for cooperation. The negotiations can be realized by using contract net protocol [19] , in which roles participating in the negotiations are referred to as managers and contractors.
As mentioned above, at the negotiation phase, agents that bids for cooperation will reason about whether their behaviors are compatible with those of managers before they table bids to managers. It will be unnecessary to reason about the compatibilities of interacting components again during creating dynamic connectors, and once the interlocutor agents are determined, the dynamic connector agents can be generated automatically.
First, the components and the selected interlocutors pass their behavior specifications and their ontologies as arguments to the connector agents.
Then, by using the obtained arguments, the connector agents extract the name mappings between components and generate the connectors automatically.
One of the keys to implementing connector agents is to build the mapping for names occurring in messages exchanged among components. Because interacting components often have different naming spaces, agents should be able to obtain the semantics of names so that only names with the same semantics could be mapped together. Usually, the semantics of names can formally be specified in ontology [9] . Based on ontologies that agents use, we can infer mapping names between agents in different application domains.
An Example
The project division (or system) of an enterprise tries to make a production plan for a category of products. Such a plan should be based on the analysis of customers' attitudes to products. However, the project system may not be in possession of enough such kind of information, so it has to seek help from those investigating institutions (or software systems) to provide relevant information.
There may be many investigating systems that can provide information requested by the project system on one hand; and because different investigating systems may have different concerns about their investigations, there may be discrepancy between the information provided by investigating systems and that expected by the project system on the other hand. The first situation will lead to a dynamic connection between the project system and an uncertain investigating system and the second may result in mismatching interactions between them.
Suppose that the project system will behave to acquire investigation information about products from a selected investigating system as follows.
1). Query information about a specified product, such as the sold price, the satisfaction degree to the capability/price ratio, and the evaluations to the quality of product and the quality of after service; and then 2). Iteratively wait for responses from the investigating system.
Moreover, suppose further that an investigating system, which will provide three kinds of investigation information about the specified product in the following way, is picked out from a group of candidate investigating systems after negotiations. 1). Wait for the query from the project system; 2). Provide the first category of investigation information about customer's satisfaction to the product's price and functions; and in succession 3). Provide the second category of information about customer's satisfaction to the product's quality; and at last 4). Provide the information about customer's satisfaction to the product's quality of service.
Components and Interactions
The interaction behaviors of the two systems can be described as pi-calculus processes as follows. "peval" refers to the evaluation of the satisfaction to the product's price, "qeval" to the evaluation of the product's quality, and "aseval" to the quality of after service.
Dynamic Connector
Based on the ontologies used by two the components, i.e., manufacturing and marketing, respectively, the dynamic connector agent can build the following mapping between names occurring in the messages sent/received between the project system and the investigating system.
{product.name commodity.name, product.barcode commodity.manufacturer, product.price commodity.price, cpratio psat, qop quality, qos after-service} Then the interaction behavior of the dynamic connector, i.e., the process R, can be described in the polyadic picalculus as follows. According to the descriptions for components and the dynamic connector, the communications between picalculus processes can be mapped and transformed into FIPA ACL messages and further agents can be generated automatically to handle the communications between components.
By using autonomous agents, the project system can always interact properly with an indefinite system that can provide expected information.
Related Work and Conclusions
In software systems, the interconnection relationships between components are often dynamic and unpredictable and further the connectors for connecting components impossible to be realized beforehand. Connectors have to be created dynamically based on the dynamic relationships between components. To study how to create connectors dynamically and guarantee that components can dynamically be interconnected properly via the connectors is very significant for the development of software systems with dynamic software architectures.
In this paper, we brought forward the concept of dynamic architectural connector to study cooperative software systems, in which the interaction relationships between components are nondeterministic. To provide dynamic interconnectivities for components, we proposed an automated approach to generate dynamic connectors. In our approach, dynamic interaction relationships are established via negotiation and dynamic connectors are generated automatically based on the interaction behavior specifications and the ontologies of components.
To provide interconnectivities for components, dynamic architectural connectors should be capable of establishing correct connections for components on one side and resolving the potentially existent mismatches between the interactions of interconnected components on the other side. Therefore, we first formally studied the interconnectivity of interacting components. In the theoretical study, several theorems have been proved able to guarantee that the generated dynamic connectors can satisfy the requirements for providing correct dynamic interconnectivities for components.
To generate dynamic connector automatically, we adopted an agent-based strategy to implement our approach because the generation is a procedure based on the knowledge and ontologies passed between components. In the implementation, software agents communicate on behalf of components and negotiate the establishments of interaction relationships between components. Meanwhile, dynamic connectors are also implemented as software agents, which can use the knowledge carried by the communications of components to generate the adaptors automatically. Since the name mappings and the adaptors are automatically generated by dynamic connector agents, the dynamic connectors can dynamically be used for connecting different components.
In the literature, there are some researches on dynamic interoperability of components, too. For instance, [1] studied how to make a component dynamically connect with different components without redefining the component's behavior specification. To achieve this, glues in connectors are defined to be able to react to different situations. However, in that approach the glues are pre-defined so that the situations should be predictable. In [2] and [21] , the interoperability of components is studied from the aspect of mismatching interaction protocols. Both of those two approaches require that the name mappings are pre-defined manually and nor of them can guarantee automatically that the interactions between components are free from deadlocks. In [12] , the pi-calculus is used to specify dynamic software architectures, in which connectors can dynamically be connected with different instances of components. However, in that approach, connectors can only provide connection services for fixed types of components and the interaction protocols supported by connectors are unchangeable.
In our approach, the theory for interconnectivity of components can theoretically assure us that the generated dynamic connectors can provide correct connections for interacting components. And on the other hand, the agentbased implementation makes it possible to capture the ontology-based information passed between components and then extract the name mapping automatically, and further leads to an automated approach to generate dynamic connectors.
